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Метою статті є моделювання процесів відцентрового розкриття трисекційної штанги та попередній
аналіз доцільності використання такого способу розгортання для міні-супутника (МС) дистанційного зон-
дування Землі (ДЗЗ).

При проведенні досліджень використані методи теоретичної механіки, систем зв’язаних тіл, теорії
автоматичного керування та комп'ютерного моделювання.

Відцентрове розкриття багатосекційних штанг успішно засовувалось на супутниках, що стабілізовані
обертанням,   але не на супутниках ДЗЗ, які мають інші особливості функціонування та потребують додат-
кових досліджень.

Розглянуто МС, який складається з платформи, до якої за допомогою штанги, що трансформується,
кріпитися антена. До розгортання штанга та антена закріплені на корпусі МС у складеному стані. Секції
штанги з'єднані за допомогою шарнірів з одним обертальним ступенем свободи та послідовно розкрива-
ються за рахунок відцентрових сил при обертанні МС в необхідному напрямку. Кожен із шарнірів штанги
має механізм фіксації, який спрацьовує при досягненні заданого кута розкриття.

Для моделювання процесів розкриття штанги МС представлений у вигляді системи зв'язаних тіл, де
платформа та складена антена є абсолютно жорсткими тілами, а штанга складається з трьох пружних
стрижнів трубчастого перерізу. Диференціальні рівняння динаміки МС при розкритті штанги отримані за
допомогою лагранжевого формалізму, які доповнені алгебраїчними рівняннями, що описують обмеження з
боку шарнірів.

Розглянуто сценарій розгортання штанги при постійному керуючому моменті МС та сценарій розк-
риття при постійній кутовій швидкості супутника. Для цих сценаріїв виконано моделювання та отримано
оцінки необхідних керуючих впливів для забезпечення розкриття штанги та стабілізації МС після фіксації
шарнірів. Отримано залежності зміни навантажень на конструкцію штанги  в процесі її розкриття.

Результати моделювання дозволяють зробити висновок про принципову можливість реалізації від-
центрового способу розгортання штанги для МС, який може здійснювати швидкі обертання відносно
трьох осей пов'язаної системи координат. Використання такого способу дозволяє зменшити масу MC,
оскільки не потребує використання сервоприводів у системі розкриття штанги.

Ключові слова: міні-супутник, стріла, відцентрове розгортання, швидке обертання, поворотний
шарнір, багатотільна динаміка системи зв’язаних тіл.

The aim of the article is to model the processes of centrifugal deployment of a three-section boom and pre-
liminary analyze the feasibility of this deployment method for an Earth remote sensing (ERS) minisatellite (MS).

During the research, the methods of theoretical mechanics, multibody dynamics, control theory, and com-
puter modeling were used.

Centrifugal deployment of multi-section booms have been successfully used on spin stabilized satellites, but
not on ERS satellites, which have other features of operation and require additional studies.

The main part of the MS is a platform to which a transformable antenna is attached by means of a trans-
formable boom. Before deployment, the stowed boom and antenna are attached to the MS platform. The boom
sections are connected by joints with one rotational degree of freedom and deployed sequentially due to centrifu-
gal forces when the MS rotates in the required direction. Each of the boom joints has a locking mechanism that
latches when a predetermined deploy angle is reached.

To model the processes of the boom deployment, the MS is presented as a system of connected bodies,
where the platform and the stowed antenna are absolutely rigid bodies, and the boom consists of three flexible
beams of a tubular cross-section. The differential equations of the MS dynamics during the deployment are ob-
tained using the Lagrangian formalism, which are supplemented by algebraic equations describing the constraints
from the joints.

The scenarios of the boom deployment with a constant control torque and a constant angular velocity of the
MS are considered. These scenarios are simulated and estimates of the control actions needed to ensure full de-
ployment of the boom and the stabilization of the MS after latching of the joints are calculated. Dependences of
variations of the loads on the boom structure during deployment are obtained.

The simulation results allow us to conclude that it is feasible to implement the method of the boom centrifu-
gal deployment for the MS, which can perform fast rotations about the three axes of the body reference frame.
Implementation of this method allows designers to reduce mass of the MS, because it does not require any servo
drives in the boom deployment system.
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Introduction. Spacecraft (SC) structure can include various attached elements
of large size, such as solar panels, antennas, booms, etc. [1]. The limited space un-
der the fairing of the launch vehicle leads to the need for such elements to be trans-
formable, which allows them to be put into orbit in a stowed state, and then to de-
ploy the structure into an operational state. Deployment of transformable structures
in outer space is not an easy task, since it is often necessary to meet high require-
ments for performance and reliability under restrictions on weight, energy con-
sumption, and others. In this regard, the processes of deployment of transformable
structures are of considerable interest to scientists. For example, papers [2-7] are
devoted to modeling of antenna deployment. The results of solving various prob-
lems arising in the development of transformable booms are presented in publica-
tions [8 – 11].

Despite the fact that earlier most projects with transformable structures re-
quired large satellites, nowadays, small satellites are used more and more. One
such example is the minisatellite (MS) with synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [12].
Low-cost small satellite systems have the potential to expand the range of SAR
applications and make them more commercially attractive.

To develop an MS with the SAR, it necessary to use approaches and solutions
that differ from those conventionally used for large spacecraft. One of these prom-
ising approaches is to use a deployable reflector antenna (DRA), positioned using a
transformable boom, instead of a traditional antenna with a phased array antenna
[13]. In this case, it is of interest to consider the possibility of reducing the weight
of the boom by not using servo drives in the deployment system. An example of
such a design is a carbon fiber-reinforced polymer boom with a special cross-
section. This technology makes it possible to wind the boom like a tape on a drum,
and after launching the spacecraft, due to internal prestressing, to unwind it and
form a sufficiently rigid rectilinear structure [14]. However, it seems problematic
to meet the stringent requirements for the positioning accuracy of the DRA relative
to the feedhorns using this technology. More promising design is a multisection
boom made of carbon-fiber tubes. The deployment of this structure is driven by
centrifugal forces during the rotation of the spacecraft [15]. Currently, there is a
successful orbital experience in using such booms for spacecraft stabilized by rota-
tion [16]. Nevertheless, due to the fact that the features of the functioning of such
satellites significantly differ from the Earth remote sensing MS, it is of interest to
study the feasibility of using centrifugal deployment for this class of satellites.

The aim of the article is to model the processes of centrifugal deployment of a
three-section boom and preliminary analyze the feasibility of using this deployment
method for an Earth remote sensing MS.

System description and problem statement. The MS includes a platform to
which a transformable antenna is attached by means of a transformable boom
(Fig. 1). Before deployment, the boom and antenna are fixed to the MS body in the
stowed state (Fig. 1a).
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Fig. 1 – Stages of appendage deployment

The boom sections are connected by joints with one rotational degree of free-
dom. Each of the boom joints has a locking mechanism that latches when a prede-
termined deployment angle is reached. The boom sections deploy sequentially by
centrifugal forces when MS rotates in the required direction (Fig. 3b-3d). After
completion of the boom deployment, the deployment of the reflector begins, which
is not studied in this article.

To come to a conclusion about the feasibility of this method of deployment, it
is necessary to solve the following tasks:

– to build a mathematical model for modeling the centrifugal deployment of
the boom;

– to simulate of the boom deployment processes and estimate the necessary
control actions and the loads acting on the structure.

These tasks are investigated in this article.

Mathematical model. To simulate the processes of the boom deployment, the
MS is represented in the form of a multibody system
(Fig. 2). The MS platform and the stowed antenna are
modeled by absolutely rigid bodies, and the boom is mod-
eled by three flexible beams with a tubular section. The
antenna is attached to the boom using a fixed joint. The
joints allowing one rotational degree of freedom are used
to connect the boom sections to each other, as well as to
attach it to the MS platform.

The following coordinate frames were used to describe
dynamics of the MS:

IIII zyxO is the inertial coordinate frame (ICF) with
the origin at the center of mass of the Earth IO , the axis

IIyO is directed along the rotation axis of the Earth, and the axis IIzO is pointed
to the vernal equinox at a given epoch;

j
S

j
S

j
S

j
S zyxO are the coordinate frames fixed with the bodies (BCFs) with the

origins at their centers of mass and axes coinciding with the central axes of inertia
of the corresponding bodies. Hereinafter, the superscript j denotes the body num-
ber in the following sequence: 1 – MS platform; 2…4 – boom sections; 5 – anten-
na.

Fig. 2 – Mechanical
model of the MS
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OOOS zyxO is the orbital reference frame (ORF) with the origin at the center
of mass of the MS, the axis OSzO is directed along the position vector of the cen-
ter of mass of the MS relative to the center of the Earth, the axis OSyO is pointed
along the vector of the angular momentum of the orbital motion of the MS.

Rotation matrix IOT from the IRF to ORF can be given as:
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where  is the longitude of the ascending node, i is the inclination of the orbit,
u is the argument of latitude, hereafter the symbols c and s denote in the transi-
tion matrices cos and sin , respectively.

The position of the BRF axes relative to the ORF is determined by three Euler
angles: yaw j ,  pitch j , roll j . The rotation matrix from the ORF to BRFs
has the following form:
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Euler angles are convenient for understanding the attitude maneuvers of the
MS, but it is known that the kinematic equations for these parameters have singular
states. In this regard, a vector composed of quaternion components

0 1 2 3, , ,
Tj j j j jq q q qй щ= к ъл ыQ was used to determine the orientation of the BRFs relative

to the ORF for modeling MS dynamics and control design.
The quaternion components jQ are expressed in terms of the Euler angles as

follows:
           2s2s2s2c2c2c jjjjjjjq 0 ,

           2c2s2s2s2c2c jjjjjjjq 1 ,

           2s2c2s2c2s2c jjjjjjjq 2 ,

           2s2s2c2c2c2s jjjjjjjq 4 .

The relation between the quaternion derivative and the angular velocity with
respect to the ORF jω~ can be expressed as follows:
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050Q














 jj

Tj
j

~ω~
ω~. .
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where  
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The displacements of the i-th node of the flexible bodies as a result of their de-
formations are determined as follows:

jj
i

j
iΔ Y , (1)

where j
i is the shape matrix of natural vibration for the i-th node of the flexible

body; jY is the vector of modal coordinates.
The position of the i-th node of the flexible body in the IRF is determined as

follows:

 jij
i

j
SI

j
o

j
i Δξ  TXP , (2)

where j
oX is the position vector of the center of mass of the flexible body in the

IRF; j
oξ is the position vector of the i-th node in the BRF; j

SIT  TTIO  TT j
OS is

the rotation matrix from the BRF to IRF.
Joints are used to connect two bodies. The position of the joint nodes is char-

acterized using two reference frames. We will conventionally call them action
(ARF) and base (BRF) reference frames.

The fixed joint constrains three translational and rotational degrees of freedom
of one body relative to another, therefore, the position and orientation of the ARF
must be fixed relative to the BRF. These constrains can be described as follows:

0 baT rr , 0
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where ar , br are the vectors of the absolute displacements of the ARF and BRF,
respectively; af , ag , ah are the vectors of the x , y , z axes of the ARF; bf ,
bg , bh the vectors of thex , y , z axes of the BRF.

The constraint force and torque are determined using Lagrange multipliers:
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The revolute joint constrains three translational and two rotational degrees of
freedom. In this regard, the constraints on the translational degrees of freedom have
the same form as the fixed joint, and the constraints on the rotational degrees of
freedom relative to the x and y axes are given as follows:

0
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a
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R
gh

fh . (5)

The constraint torque is determined using Lagrange multipliers as follows:
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bRa AT 0

0

, (6)

where bA is the matrix of the BRF orientation; D is the torque required to rotate
the joint; F is the friction  torque.

Considering the following state vector  TRR 425151 YYQQX ,...,,,...,,...,
and taking into account the representation of flexible displacements (1)–(2) and
constraints (3)–(6), the equations of the MS dynamics during the deployment of the
boom can be obtained using the Lagrangian formalism and presented in the follow-
ing general form:

       ttCtDXtM T
X VXXXX  ,,,,  , (7)

  0 X ,
where  tM ,X is the mass matrix;  tD ,,XX  is the vector containing gyroscopic
and damping terms;  tC ,X is the vector representing stiffness of system,  tV is
the vector of non-conservative generalized forces caused by the action of the actua-
tors and disturbances;  is the vector of Lagrange multipliers.

The damping matrix was constructed as proportional to the stiffness matrix.

MS attitude control. The control actions were synthesized without taking into
account the flexibility of the MS. Using the new state vector

   TT QQxxX 11
21

,,~
 ,  the initial nonlinear system of equations (7) is trans-

formed to an equivalent linear system [18]

21 xx  , Ux 2 . (8)

In equation (8), the quaternion is interpreted as control, and the control torque
acting on the MS is calculated by the following transform:

    11
0

11
0

1
02  JeJuqquuqJT nu

~~ , (9)

where J is the MS inertia matrix, 1 is the vector of the absolute angular velocity
of the MS in the platform fixed reference frame; 0 is the orbital angular velocity;

ne is the representation of the unit vector, which is normal to the orbital plane, in
the BRF; 0u , u~ are the scalar and vector parts of the quaternion U , respectively.

The control torque includes feedforward and feedback terms:

b
u

f
uu TTT  , bf UUU  .

Here, the superscripts f and b denote the feedforward and feedback control, re-
spectively.

The dynamics of the attitude error E can be described by the following equation
bUE  ,

This plant represents four uncoupled double integrators and can be stabilized by
four proportional-derivative regulators as follows:
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EkEkU dp
b  ,

The gains of the regulators are selected using the Butterward distribution as
follows:

2pk ,  41.dk ,
where  is the regulator bandwidth.

After finding the feedforward and feedback controls, the physically imple-
mentable control torque can be found using the transform (9).

Simulation results. The boom deployment was simulated using the following
initial data:

Rigid bodies.
Mass and inertia matrix of the MS platform 2001 m kg

and ).,.,.( 9791521121171211 diagJ  2mk g , respectively;

Mass and inertia matrix of the stowed antenna 40675 .m кг и
).,.,.( 0730503050305 diagJ  2mk g , respectively.

Flexible bodies.
Length of a single section of the boom is 1.227 m; the cross section of the

boom is a tube with a diameter of 0.06 m and a wall thickness of 0.003 m; mass of
a single section of the boom is 6 kg; Young's modulus 120 GPa; Poisson's ratio 0.3.

Revolute joints.
Static friction coefficient is 0.5; dynamic friction coefficient is 0.3; transla-

tional speed of sticking is 1e-4 m/s; maximum sticking deformation is 1e-5 m.
First, we consider the scenario of the boom deployment No. 1.
At the first stage, a constant control torque –2 N is applied to the platform

around the z-axis for a time interval of 10 s (Fig. 3). At this stage, the fastening of
the boom to the MS platform is released and, together with the antenna, it begins a
rotational motion around the joint 1 until the locking mechanism latches. After that,
the MS is stabilized in its nominal orientation. At the moment when the joint
latched, the angular velocity of the MS was about 0.6 rad/s.

At the second stage, a constant control torque –2 N is applied to the platform
around the x-axis also for a time interval of 10 s (Fig. 4) and the fastening of the
first section of the boom is released and the second and third sections, together
with the antenna, begin a rotational motion around the joint 2 until its fixation
mechanism latches. After that, the satellite is also stabilized in its nominal orienta-
tion. The second joint latched at a MS angular velocity of about 0.2 rad/s.

Fig. 3 – MS control torque variation during
deployment stage 1 (scenario No 1)

Fig. 4 – MS control torque variation during
deployment stage 2 (scenario No 1)
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At the final stage, a constant control torque of 2 N is applied to the platform
around the x-axis for a time interval of 12 s and the fastening of the third section of
the boom is released, and it, together with the antenna, begins a rotational motion
around the joint 3 until its locking mechanism latches. After that, the satellite is
also stabilized in its nominal orientation. At the moment when the joint latched, the
angular velocity of the MS was about 0.1 rad/s.

Figures 6 shows the variation of the rotation angles of the joints. In the simula-
tion, the stowed position of the boom corresponds to the angles of –90 and 180 de-
grees for joint 1 and joints 2, 3, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 6, all sec-
tions of the boom are fully deployed, and their joints are latched, however, as fol-
lows from Fig. 7, 8, the joints of the boom sections experience significant loads at
the moment of joint latching (up to 300 Nm). In addition, Fig. 3– Fig.4 illustrate
that when considered control laws are used, a large control torque is required to
stabilize the MS after latching the joints. Therefore, for the practical implementa-
tion of this scenario, it is necessary to develop more advanced algorithms for
damping angular velocities, taking into account the actuator constraints.

Fig. 5 – MS angular velocity variation
(scenario No 1)

Fig. 6 – Joint deployment angle variation
(scenario No 1)

Fig. 7 – Torque variation in joint 1
(scenario No 1) Fig. 8 – Torque variation in

joint 2 (scenario No 1)

Let us consider deployment scenario No 2, in which the control system first
provides the required angular velocity of the MS at each stage of the boom de-
ployment. After the acquisition of the MS of the required angular velocity, the fas-
teners of the corresponding section of the boom are released and its deployment
begins. At each deployment stage, the angular velocity of the MS is kept constant.
The simulation results for such a scenario are shown in Fig. 9–Fig.12. This scenar-
io makes it possible to provide the necessary centrifugal force by directly control-
ling the angular velocity of the MS and thus reduce the loads on the structure when
the boom joints latch.
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Fig. 9 – MS control torque variation during
deployment stage 1 (scenario No 2)

Fig. 10 – MS angular velocity variation dur-
ing deployment stage 1 (scenario No 2)

Fig. 11 – Torque variation in joint 1
during deployment stage 1 (scenario No 2)

Fig. 12 – Joint deployment angle variation
during deployment stage 1 (scenario No 2)

Conclusion. The article presents results of the simulations of centrifugal de-
ployment of the three-section boom on an Earth observing minisatellite. The simu-
lation results allow us to conclude that it is feasible to implement such a deploy-
ment strategy for a minisatellite, which can execute fast slew maneuvers about
three axes of the body fixed reference frame. However, for practical implementation,
additional research is required to design algorithms for controlling the attitude mo-
tion of the minisatellite, which will provide a guaranteed level of reliability of the
boom deployment and joint latching with minimal loads on the structure. These
issues may be the subject of further research.
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